
Global Dialysis - Dialysis in Scotland

The Olympics in 2012 are bringing many dialysis visitors to the United Kingdom and many of
those 

 will be paying a visit to Scotland.  Scotland has a rich diversity of things on offer dialysis users
and there are several holiday dialysis units available for you to use.  It's important that you boo
k your holiday dialysis
in Scotland as early as you can though, because places are going fast.

To help you with your choice we've highlighted some of the key holiday dialysis centers in
Scotland below as well as some useful resources to help you plan your trip.  It's also possible to
dialyse at NHS hospitals, again make sure you allow plenty of time to plan your trip, as places
will go first to local populations and space will be restricted.

When you visit them please do let them know that you found them on Global Dialysis and pop
back to write a review  on the site, this will really help other dialysis holiday makers!
  Private holiday dialysis centers in Scotland
  Holiday dialysis in Dundee
     
    -  Dundee Wikipedia   

  Holiday dialysis in Edinburgh
     
    -  Edinburgh Wikipedia   

  Holiday dialysis in Glasgow
     
    -  Glasgow Wikipedia   

  NHS Dialysis Centers in Scotland
  NB Not all of these centers will accept transient patients all the time, you will need to contact
them for availability.

NHS Dialysis Centers in Inverness&nbsp; Raigmore Hospital 
NHS Dialysis Centers in Edinburgh
NHS Dialysis Centers in Glasgow

Holiday dialysis in The Lake District If you're travelling up the country, or planning a stop on
your way down, an ideal place is to visit the Lake District.  With breathtaking scenery and an
wonderful welcome this is an ideal place to break your journey. 

Holiday dialysis in the Lake District
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